Rail Hub Overbuild Guide Workshop
Date: 23rd of April 2019
Time: 13:00-15:00
Location: Room C, CIRIA, Griffin Court, 15 Long Lane, London EC1A 9PN
Plan your journey

Agenda:
13:00: Introductions
13:15: Summaries of progress from chapter authors or their representatives & invitation to comment
Chapter 1 – Place making opportunities: Hawkins Brown
Chapter 2 – Approach to structural design: WSP
Chapter 4 – Overbuild delivery systems - The BW approach: Bryden Wood
Chapter 5 – Cost considerations : IFPI
Chapter 6 – Potential Future Innovations: Buildoffsite
Chapter 8 – Global initiatives and expertise: WSP
Chapter 9 – Procurement and risk: Meinhardt / Buildoffsite

14:15: Discussion of how to progress:
Chapter 3 – Creating the sites for residential build
Chapter 4 – Overbuild delivery systems using existing modular systems
Chapter 7 – Sustainability Analysis

14:45: Questions we want to raise with the rail asset owners
17:00: Close